### UCLA SEL/Geology William C. Putnam Map Room

#### USGS Topos 1:100,000
- T12: CA 15' Topos
- T11: US Topos for all states except CA T7-T11, multiple scales

#### USGS Topos 1:250,000
- T7: CA 15' Topos
- T6: US Topos for California 1:24,000 T2-T6

#### Foreign Geologic & Geographic Maps by Continent & Country
- T10: US Topos for all states except CA T7-T11, multiple scales
- T9: California 1:24,000 T2-T6

#### USGS Folios
- H1-2: Foreign Geologic & Geographic Maps by Continent & Country

#### US, State, & Foreign Indices
- T13: CA 15' Topos

#### EPSS Class Maps (Locked)
- T14: Top: Indices

#### State Geologic & Misc Maps by State
- T15: Top: Wall Maps

#### Folded State Maps by State
- FC 20-33: Folded state maps by state. FC-34: Australia Geologic 1:250,000

#### Key Box
- H11: Foreign Geologic & Geographic Surveys
- H12: CA Oil & Gas
- H13: World & Ocean
- FC-0: Raised Relief Maps
- FC-35: Map Room Atlas Case
- FS-0: Foreign Geologic Surveys
- FS-1: Foreign Geologic Surveys
- FS-2: Foreign Geologic Surveys

#### Indices
- FC-1: Foreign Geologic & Geographic Surveys
- FC-2: Foreign Geologic & Geographic Surveys
- FC-3: Foreign Geologic & Geographic Surveys
- FC-4: Foreign Geologic & Geographic Surveys
- FC-5: Foreign Geologic & Geographic Surveys
- FC-6: Foreign Geologic & Geographic Surveys
- FC-7: Foreign Geologic & Geographic Surveys
- FC-8: Foreign Geologic & Geographic Surveys
- FC-9: Foreign Geologic & Geographic Surveys
- FC-10: Foreign Geologic & Geographic Surveys
- FC-11: Foreign Geologic & Geographic Surveys
- FC-12: Foreign Geologic & Geographic Surveys
- FC-13: Foreign Geologic & Geographic Surveys
- FC-14: Foreign Geologic & Geographic Surveys
- FC-15: Foreign Geologic & Geographic Surveys
- FC-16: Foreign Geologic & Geographic Surveys
- FC-17: Foreign Geologic & Geographic Surveys
- FC-18: Foreign Geologic & Geographic Surveys
- FC-19: Foreign Geologic & Geographic Surveys
- USGS Topos 1:100,000 Tub 13
- USGS Topos 1:250,000 Tub 14
- Wall Maps